Above Ground Pool Builder
info@Abovegroundpoolbuiulder.com
196 Hopedale st
Hopedale, MA 01747
781-927-9110

Liner Replacement Agreement
Date:______________

Property Location:_______________________________________________________________________________

Above Ground Pool Builder is responsible for:
1- Removing existing liner and placing in supplied trash bags for customer disposal.
2- We will remove the old skimmer and water return. We strongly recommend a new skimmer and return.
3- We will disconnect hoses at the return and skimmer.
4- Will rework base material underneath the old liner. Any major re-leveling work will result in additional costs.
5- If provided, we will install a Liner Guard, Armor Shield, or Rhino Pool Pad at no additional charges to the homeowner.
6- We will install the liner to manufacturer specifications. We are doing our absolute best to provide you with a wrinkle-free
liner.
7- We will reattach the skimmer, water return, and hoses, hopefully with new ones. We cannot guarantee that they will not
develop a drip when reattaching your old skimmer, return, or hoses. It's is why we recommend new ones.
8- We will hand over warranty paperwork supplied by the manufacturer and give you the safety stickers that come inside your
liner box. If your pool liner didn't come with stickers, it's your responsibility to get them from who you bought the liner.

Above Ground Pool Builder needs your support to replace the pool liner on a scheduled day.
1- The pool must be empty of water and debris. We cannot change the pool liner if water and or material debris are in the pool.
We do not pump out old standing water or clean your pool from debris.
2- An electrical outlet (plug) is needed to plug a vacuum for a wrinkle-free liner.
3- Please supply us with a workable water hose to start to fill and adequately install the skimmer and return. Water by hose is
needed regardless of whether you order a water truck. We will use enough to prevent wrinkles as necessary.

Above Ground Pool Builder is not responsible for
1- We are not responsible for the old skimmer, returns, or hoses that we have reattached that drip. We always recommend a
new skimmer and return for liner replacement.
2- We will not be held responsible for ordering the wrong liner or supplying the wrong skimmer, return, etc. Hopefully, you hired
us to measure and provide a new skimmer and return as necessary.
3- We will not be responsible for falling debris or weather-related incidents after installing the new liner.
4- We will not be held responsible for any defective parts used and not replaced.
5- We will not be responsible for your defective liner if purchased by you.
We will advise the filling process on the day of installation. In most cases, we can wrap up all in one day. However, sometimes
due to low water pressure, we will need to come back asap to install the skimmer and return.
Next, you will go online and activate your liner warranty with the pool manufacturer. Our quality guarantee (Workmanship) is
for one full year. This guarantee does not protect you against any acts of mother nature and or a defective liner you purchased
separately from us.
99% of the time, everything goes smoothly. This document talks about the 1% that sometimes happens. We do our best to
ensure you will have the best and longest-lasting installation possible.
Both parties agree to the above and, at this moment, sign to initiate liner replacement as soon as physically possible.

Customer signature:________________________________________________________
Above Ground Pool Builder:__________________________________________________

